TRAFFIC BACKUPS

BE PREPARED

TO STOP

1 MILE

TRAFFIC BACKUPS

BE PREPARED

TO STOP

X MILES

END ROAD WORK

THANK YOU

XXX-XXX-XXX

GS20-2a END ROAD WORK INFORMATION SIGN

BUSINESS ACCESS

FRONT

USE BLACK LEGEND ON FLUORESCENT ORANGE RETROREFLECTIVE SHEETING.

BACK

PLACE T920 4 X 18 INCHES FLUORESCENT ORANGE RETROREFLECTIVE STRIPS VERTICALLY ON THE SIGN BACK.

GS20-5 BUSINESS ACCESS SIGN

EXIT XXX

300 FT

EXIT XXX

EXIT RAMP SIGNING

XXX EXIT NUMBER

EXIT RAMP SIGN

NUMBER OF DIGITS

A

EXIT RAMP SIGNING

TABLE 1

PROJECT IDENTIFIER PLAQUE

SEE NOTE 1

NOTE:

1. USE PROJECT IDENTIFIER ONLY. DO NOT INCLUDE PROMOTIONAL OR OTHER INFORMATIONAL IDENTIFICATIONS OF PUBLIC OFFICIALS, CONTRACTORS, ORGANIZATIONAL AFFILIATIONS, RELATED LOGOS AND SYMBOLS.

2. RECOMMENDED DISTANCE TO ACCESS 500 FT FREEWAY/EXPRESSWAY AND 200 FT CONVENTIONAL ROADS.

3. PLACE TWO FLUORESCENT ORANGE RETROREFLECTIVE SHEETING, 4 X 24 INCHES, WITHIN 12 INCHES FROM THE RIGHT AND LEFT EDGES ON THE BACK OF SIGNS USED WITH PORTABLE SUPPORTS.